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Estimates of obesity prevalence based on the 2013 to 2014 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey average almost 40%, corresponding to a 7% increase from the 1999 to 2000 cycle. Similar alarming trajectories are reported worldwide, along with increasing concerns for related health risks. The traditional concept that obesity results from a mere imbalance between energy intake and energy consumption has evolved to incorporate novel modulating factors that may be targeted to develop preventative strategies. One such example is the potential role of disruption of circadian rhythms. In this brief review, the physiology of circadian control of body weight and metabolism and the implications of altered circadian rhythms for obesity risk in humans will be discussed, together with potential countermeasures that may mitigate such consequences. The focus is on evidence accumulated from human studies. For a comprehensive review on the molecular mechanisms underlying the clock in metabolism and obesity, we direct the interested readers to Eckel-Mahan and Sassone-Corsi.

Historical Perspective
Circadian systems have evolved as biological mechanisms to facilitate adaptation to the daily change from day to night, with related changes in activity and other behaviors. The intrinsic oscillatory system enables organisms to optimally synchronize their physiological and behavioral rhythms to the 24-hour solar day.

Although humankind has been aware of the existence of periodicity in natural phenomena, the origins of chronobiology as a science are relatively recent and can be traced back to the seventeenth century, with the landmark studies of Jean-Jacques de Mairan, a French astronomer. De Mairan noted that the daily leaf movements of the Mimosa plant, synchronous with the day–night cycle, persisted even in the absence of light exposure. Based on these observations, he hypothesized an endogenous botanical rhythm driving the plant movements. Confirmation of this was provided by the Swiss botanist Augustus Pyramus de Candolle, who showed that the period of such internal rhythmicity not only persisted under conditions of constant illumination, but also was shorter than 24 hours, suggesting that an internal oscillator was responsible for the cycling. Such initial inferences of endogenously generated rhythms, with a period deviant from 24 hours in free-running conditions (ie, in the absence of environmental cues), were then extended to animals. The field of chronobiology expanded exponentially in the twentieth century when the term circadian (derived from the Latin expression *circa diem*—approximately a day) was coined. Additional properties of the internal, self-sustaining oscillator were described, such as its innateness, its ability to yield temporal information, thus, serving as a clock, and to be synchronized (entrained) by external cues (Zeitgeber, the German word for time giver), with the dominant time giver in nature being the light-dark cycle. In the meantime, the neuroanatomy of circadian biology began to be unraveled with the identification of the central pacemaker in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the hypothalamus. The subsequent discovery of a multitude of autonomous timekeepers in the body, and even in single cells, has helped unmask the multioscillatory nature of circadian rhythms, whereas investigation of genetic components has led to major advances in understanding the molecular genetic substrate of the endogenous circadian system.

Overview of the Circadian Timing System
The molecular circadian system consists of core proteins, including circadian locomotor output cycles kaput (CLOCK), brain and muscle Arnt-like protein 1 (BMAL1), period (PER), and cryptochrome. These proteins, via transcription–translation feedback loops, generate independent circadian oscillations within each cell (Figure 1). Simplistically, CLOCK and BMAL1 are transcriptional factors that form a heterodimer that binds to the promoter of several target genes, including PER and cryptochrome isoforms. Once PER and cryptochrome proteins are formed, they undergo posttranslational modifications, form heterodimers, enter the nucleus, and cause termination of CLOCK–BMAL1–mediated transcription of genes. At the cellular level, this rhythmicity of gene transcription and translation is responsible for appropriate timing of protein synthesis, protein degradation, DNA damage repair, DNA synthesis, and mitochondrial bioenergetics. For instance, oxidative stress is anticipated during the day when DNA synthesis is inactive, and the expression of DNA repair machinery is increased. On the contrary, at nighttime, inactivity and low stress are anticipated, and therefore, DNA synthesis is active. Furthermore, the metabolic status of the cell regulates BMAL1 transcription via reverse-erb alpha (a repressor) and the opposing retinoic acid orphan receptors (RORα and β, activators).
Akin to cellular temporal organization, synchronization of different organs, such as heart, liver, pancreas, adipose tissue, and gastrointestinal tract, would be optimal for integrated function of the whole organism. The recent discovery of intrinsic circadian fluctuations within these and other peripheral tissues further speaks of the ubiquitous nature of circadian systems. Overall, the intricate molecular mechanisms that tick away in each cell of different tissues have different independent rhythms modulated by the master clock in the brain. In mammals, the SCN in the anterior hypothalamus is responsible for gathering the light input from the external environment and coordinates the peripheral clocks present in each organ and cell. Via the retino–hypothalamic tract, the light input is transmitted from the ganglion cells in the retina to the SCN. The master clock then conveys this information to cells and tissues throughout the body and synchronizes them via neural and humoral signaling, including melatonin and cortisol (Figure 2). This synchronization is essential for the temporal organization within cells, organs and systems, to optimize resources and maintain homeostasis.

The endogenous rhythm of the SCN, as well as that of the peripheral clocks, exhibits an oscillatory period slightly different than 24 hours. However, in natural conditions, the internal clock is entrained to the 24-hour day, primarily by the light–dark cycle. Hence, in humans, day is the normal active time during which wakefulness, feeding, activity, and stress are anticipated. Night, on the other hand, is normally associated with sleep, fasting, inactivity, and lowering of stress. Importantly, although the cycling in sleep–wakefulness, activity–rest, and fasting–feeding is tightly regulated by the central pacemaker, these behaviors may also act as time givers themselves. Although the molecular and physiological pathways are not completely understood, behavioral cycles may modulate circadian rhythm’s phase, amplitude, and period in central and peripheral clocks by timing and resetting rhythmic gene expression, hormone release, metabolites, temperature, and neuronal activity. For instance, physical activity has been shown in humans to phase-shift melatonin onset and alter its circulating levels, reflecting master clock resetting. In addition to gating light signals, the sleep/wake schedule influences the secretory pattern of hormones, including that of the circadian markers cortisol and of melatonin, whereas direct and indirect projections to the SCN are sent from neuronal circuits controlling arousal and sleep states. Timing and duration of sleep/wake episodes may also regulate circadian oscillations in the periphery, for instance, by affecting rhythms of transcripts in the blood transcriptome. At the cellular level, metabolites (derived from feeding/fasting behavior), such as glucose, AMP/ATP, NAD/NADH, can alter CLOCK/BMAL expression via regulation of ROR and reverse-erb alpha.

The individual circadian characteristics are determined by the interplay between genetic and environmental factors. Interindividual variations in temporal preferences for routine
activities and sleep define the chronotypes, which reflect different phases of entrainment. Morning and evening chronotypes, often referred to as lark and owl patterns, respectively, are characterized by different peak times in circadian rhythms (ie, acrophases), with morning chronotypes exhibiting earlier (advanced) acrophases and evening types exhibiting later (delayed) acrophases, as showed by markers of circadian rhythms, such as core body temperature, melatonin, and cortisol secretion. Accordingly, larks are predisposed to earlier wake-up times and bedtimes and perform at their best in the morning hours. Conversely, owls, who manifest a preference for delayed sleep timing, usually getting to bed very late at night and awakening later in the day, are physically and mentally more active toward the evening.

Circadian Control of Body Weight
As with other biological processes, the circadian system is responsible for synchronizing energy homeostasis with the day–night cycle and, thus, is critical for control of body weight and for general metabolic health. The SCN orchestrates the circadian control of metabolism via both direct mechanisms, as through melatonin and cortisol release, and indirectly by timing feeding schedule, activity, and sleep, which in turn feed back to the central clock via the pathways mentioned above and depicted in Figure 2.

During the daytime, when individuals are active and consume food, glucose is metabolized and fat stored in the adipose tissue (Figure 3). Glycogen synthesis is stimulated by increased insulin secretion, which also fosters lipid synthesis and esterification of fatty acids in adipose tissue, possibly via activation of lipoprotein lipase in adipocytes. Appetite regulatory hormones promote eating during daytime hours, as indicated by increased levels of the appetite-promoting ghrelin and decreased leptin, the satiety hormone, while energy expenditure is elevated. Consistent with this oscillatory pattern, gut activity is enhanced during the daytime.

Fat mobilization is instead prominent at nighttime, resulting in higher levels of circulating fatty acids in the bloodstream. Nocturnal lipolysis is elicited by enhanced levels of growth hormone. Additional lipolytic effects are mediated by reduced insulin secretion, which would also cause the liver to convert glycogen into glucose, which is released into the bloodstream. Elevation in glucagon during the night further stimulates gluconeogenesis. Variations in glucose homeostasis in terms of lower glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity occur at night. Endocrine regulation of appetite is
modulated so as to inhibit eating behavior during the biological night, primarily via elevated leptin. In addition to physical inactivity, energy expenditure at night is attenuated.

Although metabolic compounds and functions may manifest fluctuations across the 24 hours, it is important to point out that whether such oscillatory dynamics are directly governed by the master clock or are rather modulated by external cues, such as sleep or food intake, remains for the most part controversial. For example, Scheer et al demonstrated that diurnal excursions in insulin and leptin are not driven by the central pacemaker but rather by food intake. The influence of fasting–feeding status is consistent with the role of food intake for the feeding cycle is a powerful zeitgeber for peripheral timekeepers, capable of entraining rhythms of local clocks and clock-controlled genes in tissues and organs, such as pancreas, liver, and adipose tissue. Postulated synchronization mechanisms comprise food metabolites such as glucose and fatty acids, appetite-related hormones such as ghrelin, cellular redox state, and body temperature, and cellular signaling pathways, including SIRT1, PPARs, AMPK, underscoring the relevance of mealtime for metabolic regulation/heath. In humans, it has been recently shown that fasting/feeding regulates the phase of adipocyte mRNA expression of clock core genes and of energy metabolism genes, such as genes controlling cholesterol biosynthesis and glucose transport. Other than timing of food, the macronutrient composition of meals may also modulate expression of both central and peripheral clocks. Switching from a high-carbohydrate, low-fat diet to a low-carbohydrate, high-fat regimen causes phase delay and increases amplitude of cortisol rhythm (indicative of effects on the central pacemaker) and alters gene expression in blood monocytes, including the PER family and genes implicated in the regulation of energy and fat metabolism, such as SIRT1, ACOX3, and IDH3A.

Of note, biological oscillations with longer periods synchronous with seasonal changes also exist and are particularly critical for fat metabolism. Fluctuations in human body weight occur across the seasons, with greater fat accumulation, mostly in the abdominal region, achieved during winter months. Circannual rhythm in body weight results from seasonal variations in physical activity, energy intake, and nutrient composition. Such circannual rhythms in humans are a manifestation of residual influences of hibernation and seasonal photoperiodism. In natural settings, daylight duration provides important information regarding seasonal variations. Longer daylight duration (summer-like photoperiod) allows an organism to gather and store excess energy in anticipation of winter months ahead, when food may be scarce and hibernation may occur to preserve energy. In other mammals, these changes in body weight would have an advantage in that they would promote survival. However, in humans in the modern environment of excess food and comfortable shelter throughout the year, this no longer remains an appropriate strategy. In fact, with artificial lengthening of daytime caused by long exposures to lights from electronic devices, these mechanisms may contribute to promoting obesity by prolonging the time available for gathering and storing energy.

Consequences of Circadian Disruption

Internal synchronization of physiological activities and behavioral outputs with the external environment is crucial for adequate functioning and ultimately for survival of organisms, including humans. Threats to circadian health may arise from exogenous factors, including nocturnal light exposure, shift work, transmeridian travel, and social jet lag, and from endogenous factors, like genetic variants, aging, and sleep disorders (Figure 4). Challenges to circadian synchrony may compromise well-being and generate substantial health risks, including obesity.

Exogenous Sources of Chronodisruption

Similar to other organisms, human rhythms have been timed according to the natural light–dark cycle for thousands of years. However, in modern society, such synchronization is increasingly compromised by the constant environmental illumination, which extends the photoperiod and masks the change between light and darkness.

Extended exposure to artificial light is indeed the primary determinant of circadian disruption. Although it was originally thought that only bright light (2500–10000 lux) could significantly affect the central pacemaker, later experiments have showed that even lower-intensity light (200–500 lux), as is typically used for indoor illumination, can reset the human clock. Light exposure induces phase shift in several physiological and behavioral rhythms, with the magnitude and direction (advance versus delay) of the phase shifts depending on several factors, including the intensity of light, duration of exposure, biological rhythm being considered, and timing of exposure relative to the phase. For instance, exposure to light in the morning advances the phase of the circadian rhythm of melatonin and plasma cortisol, whereas light exposure in the evening delays onset of melatonin and drop of core body temperature. Nocturnal light exposure has been associated with increased body weight and waist circumference, perhaps via delayed onset and total secretion of melatonin. Because melatonin is implicated in glucose and lipid metabolism primarily via insulin regulation, its suppression may directly provoke metabolic dysfunction.
and fat accumulation. However, considering that melatonin is responsible for entraining biological processes via direct communication with the SCN, such effects are most likely a consequence of the circadian desynchronization that melatonin suppression would cause. Circadian entrainment by light cycling is further weakened by the rising popularity of electronic light-emitting devices, which are extensively used in the evening before sleep.29 The light spectrum radiated by these devices is mainly composed of short wavelengths, which are most effective in blunting melatonin onset and delaying circadian phase,27 thus, causing delayed bedtime and poor sleep.

In addition to light pollution, in the present 24-hour society, the night is no longer devoted to rest and sleep. Activities that were traditionally confined to the biological day, such as work and feeding, now take place even at night, provoking a mismatch between behaviors and intrinsic circadian rhythms. Individuals may delay and restrict their sleep window during the week and then engage in compensatory catch-up sleep over the weekends. This phenomenon, termed social jet lag30 because of its similarity with the effects of transmeridian travel, reflects the uncoupling between biological and social clocks and is thought to favor circadian desynchronization by shifting bedtimes and waking times. Social jet lag, quantified as the difference between timings of sleep during workdays and free days, is increasingly pervasive, may occur in one third to two thirds of the population30 and has gained increasing attention. Emerging evidence also suggests that social jet lag predisposes to excess body weight and fat mass accumulation that, along with inflammation and glucose dysregulation,30,31 may also favor later development of cardiometabolic disease.

Another form of circadian disruption that can be frequently encountered in industrialized societies is that related to shift work. This occupation schedule, involving ≈28% of the workforce in the United States,32 provokes a misalignment between the rest-activity cycle and the internal circadian rhythms, which remain locked to the external natural light–dark cycle. In spite of the chronic experience of reversed photoperiods, there is little evidence that adaptation may occur. Failure to adapt is presumably because of exposure to diurnal light in the morning during commuting, which, together with inconsistent sleep times, would preclude adaptive resetting of the internal clock by inhibiting the phase-delay shifting required for circadian realignment, as indicated by unadjusted melatonin rhythm.33 Because of sustained exposure to circadian mismatch and consequent molecular and physiological perturbations, shift workers may experience significant adverse health effects. Indeed, this work schedule has been linked to a myriad of medical conditions, such as cancer, diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascular diseases,34 with the evidence for obesity risk being particularly compelling. Cross-sectional and prospective studies identify shift work as an independent predictor of excess body weight35–37 and indicate that abdominal obesity, the obesity phenotype carrying the greatest risk, is prominent.36 These harmful effects of shift work are conceivably a function of circadian disruption. Because of nocturnal lighting exposure, levels of urinary 6-sulfatoxymelatonin, the main melatonin metabolite, are lower in rotating night shift...
workers than daytime workers. In addition to the disruptive impact of nocturnal light, the temporal rearrangement of meals/snacking throughout the 24-hour period is thought to negatively affect control of body weight. Shift workers report overall greater caloric intake, with increased fat intake and snack consumption at night.46–48 Energy intake during the biological night, when the circadian clock is set for a fasted state and biological rhythms are timed accordingly, contributes to fat accumulation and metabolic dysfunction. In this respect, there is growing evidence that timing of calorie ingestion is implicated in weight control, with consuming most of the total daily calorie in the evening hours predisposing to obesity and metabolic dysfunction.42,43 Consistently, the response to meals consumed at night in both real and simulated shift workers indicates impaired lipid and glucose tolerance.44 Altered hormonal patterns may underlie appetite dysregulation,40 while elevated cortisol, which favors visceral fat deposition, may play a role in the high prevalence of abdominal obesity.45 Experimental simulations of shift work schedules confirm observational data and provide causative evidence that circadian perturbation promotes metabolic derangement, which may ultimately lead to weight gain.46,47 These studies also suggest that, in addition to environmental desynchronization, an internal desynchronization between the SCN and peripheral clocks (such as liver and pancreas) may occur and plausibly be involved in the adverse health effects of shift work, with a primary causal role exerted by the reverse rest-activity cycle. Bearing in mind that peripheral oscillators are more sensitive to entrainment by mealtime than the SCN, it follows that internal dissonance may ensue when the feeding schedule is repeatedly not aligned with the central pacemaker rhythm, in turn presumably contributing to metabolic dysregulation. Although supportive mechanistic evidence in humans is lacking, animal studies corroborate the hypothesis that uncoupling between central and peripheral clocks may arise from reverse feeding and lead to dyslipidemia and increased adiposity, for instance, by phase-shifting expression of several clock-controlled genes critically implicated in hepatic lipogenesis like FAS, HMGCGR, and DGA T.48

Disrupted circadian rhythms not only promote excess body weight, but also hamper weight loss. By considering outcomes in bariatric patients, Ketchum and Morton found that the magnitude of weight loss achieved after gastric bypass surgery was lower in shift workers compared with nonshift workers, suggesting that these patients may need additional postoperative care and education on healthy timing habits.

Another candidate mechanism through which circadian misalignment may compromise health involves the sleep schedule. In combination with homeostatic sleep pressure, the circadian system governs timing and duration of sleep primarily via melatonin. During the biological day, when melatonin is low, the circadian arousal drive opposes the sleep propensity. Sleep during the daytime is, thus, qualitatively and quantitatively deteriorated compared to nocturnal sleep. This explains why daytime sleep, as occurring in shift workers, is often disrupted and curtailed.40 The resulting accumulation of sleep debt conceivably yields additional harmful influences, as discussed below. On the other hand, sleep also modulates the timekeeping system by inhibiting access to light. Hence, inadequate sleep, in terms of sleep fragmentation, sleep disorders, or sleep deficiency, may in turn lead to circadian disruption. Sleep curtailment, usually achieved by delaying bedtime, accompanies unhealthy routines comprising extensive use of electronic media and snacking in the evening and is increasingly widespread.49 Growing evidence links insufficient sleep to increased morbidity and mortality, as recently reviewed elsewhere.50,51 Sleep deficiency enhances vulnerability to weight gain and obesity, mostly abdominal obesity.52,53 It has been estimated that for each hour of sleep lost, body mass index may increase by 1.22 kg/m².54 Observational data also relate inadequate sleep to unhealthy, obesogenic lifestyle habits that may favor fat accumulation.55 Laboratory studies on experimental sleep curtailment, in the setting of ad libitum access to food, provide mechanistic insight on this association, showing that the anticipated energy need related to extended wakefulness is greatly exceeded by a larger calorie intake.56 Rather than being merely as a result of an increased time opportunity to eat, neuroendocrine responses evoked by sleep loss are thought to contribute to the overeating and weight gain.57 Importantly, experimentally superimposing circadian misalignment on sleep deprivation exacerbates these adverse metabolic effects.58 Irrespective of sleep duration, other sleep dimensions, such as sleep fragmentation and sleep disorders, including insomnia and sleep apnea, have also been implicated in obesity and metabolic risk, with circadian perturbation as a possible factor in the equation.59

Endogenous Sources of Chronodisruption

Polymorphisms in circadian core genes and related haplotypes have been implicated in risk of obesity. There is evidence suggestive that the CLOCK 3111T/C single-nucleotide polymorphism predisposes to excess body weight and yields resistance to weight loss.59,60 PER2 polymorphisms have been associated with abdominal obesity, which seems the obesity phenotype more closely linked to aberrant circadian rhythms.61 Variants of the CLOCK gene have also been related to calorie intake and nutrient composition, with carriers reporting more calories, fat, and carbohydrate consumption.62 Similar associations with dietary regimens have been found in PER3 5/5 genotypes.63

As aforementioned, individual circadian preferences have been associated with distinct risk patterns. Evening chronotypes are more prone to weight gain and fat mass deposition,64,65 along with more frequently reporting poor dietary habits, sedentary lifestyles, and sleep difficulties.64,66 In addition, because individual chronotypes lie in the continuum between morning and evening types, those at the tails of the distribution, who manifest extreme morning or evening chronotypes, may experience a substantial mismatch between their internal circadian rhythms and the light–dark cycle, hence, experiencing the consequent detrimental health effects. Accumulating data indicate that individual chronotypes may interact with work schedules so as to modify the health hazards associated with shift work. In this regard, morning types are more vulnerable and less prone to adaptation than evening types.67

Although innate, the circadian timing system undergoes considerable modifications with aging. Although circadian evening preference dominates childhood and adolescence,
in adulthood, a gradual transition toward morning preferences begins, which then become prominent in older age. This phase-advance shift in the elderly is associated with attenuated amplitude of circadian rhythms and deteriorated sleep.68 However, it is unclear whether the elderly are more or less sensitive to the deleterious influences of imposed circadian perturbations, with studies reporting less tolerance for shift work69 but more resilience to jet lag.70 On the other hand, there is a consistent body of literature indicating that vulnerability to chronodisruption may be greater in children and adolescents. The physiological tendency to evening chronotype, combined with heavy nighttime electronic use, results in later bedtimes and chronic sleep debt.20 This pattern, in conjunction with unhealthy eating behaviors, may ultimately favor weight gain.71,72

Potential Countermeasures

Regardless of its exogenous or endogenous origin, circadian disruption may be susceptible to correction, with mitigation of its adverse metabolic influence. Given that light is the primary synchronizing agent, phototherapy is an effective strategy to reset the circadian pacemaker. Because the clock-resetting function of light is modulated by the timing of exposure relative to the phase of the rhythm, as discussed earlier, either phase advance or phase delay can be evoked, with light exposure in the morning hours causing phase advance and light exposure in the evening causing phase delay. Although phototherapy originally involved prolonged exposure to continuous bright light (2–8 hours), shorter sessions of intermittent light can elicit circadian phase shifts of similar magnitude.73 Phototherapy has been successfully applied in shift workers to shift circadian rhythms and promote entrainment to the rest–activity/sleep–wake cycles. High-intensity lighting in the work environment during the shifts, in combination with limited exposure to morning light at the end of the shift, and during commuting, and darkness during daytime sleep opportunities have been proven to favor circadian adaptation.74,75 Regarding shift work, potential health risks may be conceivably reduced by preferentially assigning late night assignments to owl chronotypes and ensuring that lark chronotypes have schedules that start earlier in the morning.

As a critical component of the circadian machinery, melatonin can also be targeted for resetting the clock. Similarly to photic stimulation, phase-shifting effects vary depending on the biological timing, with administration of exogenous melatonin in the later afternoon/early evening inducing phase advances and facilitating sleep onset.76 Because of its phase-shifting properties, melatonin is often used to alleviate the consequences of jet lag during transmeridian travel and may also be beneficial for recovering from social jet lag or shift work. In spite of these advantages, it is important to note that melatonin supplementation has been shown to acutely impair glucose tolerance,77 with this effect possibly modified by genetic variants in MTNR1B.78 Therefore, caution should be exercised before administration of this hormone in individuals at high metabolic risk.

Given the link between timing of food intake and obesity/metabolic risk, the feeding schedule can be manipulated to enhance weight control and metabolic health. Support for this concept arises from a weight loss intervention in women with metabolic syndrome, which showed that a high-calorie breakfast compared with a high-calorie dinner resulted in greater weight loss and improved metabolic profile.79

In spite of the indisputable benefits of increased physical activity in weight management, adequate timing of exercise should be cautiously considered based on its phase-shifting ability. Exercise during the daytime and nighttime advances and delays circadian rhythms, respectively, by modulating melatonin onset.80,81 Exercising at the appropriate circadian time may, hence, ensure no alteration of circadian rhythms and possibly amplify health benefits.

Treating sleep disorders and, thus, normalizing sleep pattern may aid in resetting the clock. Sleeping within the individual circadian window can ensure that sleep needs are met and may protect from weight gain. Indeed, short sleepers who extend their sleep time to a healthy duration (7–8 hours) manifest reduced weight and lower fat deposition compared with those maintaining short sleep.82 Also, timing and content of food intake, physical activity, and sleep may be modulated to counteract genetic circadian backgrounds and genetic variants that predispose to obesity.83

Future Perspectives

Although the molecular and physiological components of the timekeeping system are relatively well characterized in animals, understanding this process in humans is limited. Because a thorough delineation of the mechanisms and pathways underlying circadian regulation is essential for elucidating health implications of circadian disruption, laboratory-based, mechanistic investigations in human subjects are needed. The relevance of the circadian pacemaker to physiological regulation is further underscored by its implications for medical therapy. Efficacy and predictability of pharmacological treatment are attenuated by uneven responsiveness to drugs throughout the day, which reflect daily variations in physiological rhythms of targeted biological systems. The potential benefits of chronotherapy are increasingly recognized in the clinical setting, especially for hypertension management.84 Whether timing of administration of pharmacological weight control, such as orlistat, may relate to more effective weight reduction is currently unknown. Given the individual variability in circadian phases and the health implications, individual chronotypes should be taken into account as well. In the era of individualized and precision medicine, tailored treatment to each person’s internal clock is an intriguing concept that warrants investigation. In this respect, a pioneering attempt to implement a chronotype-adjusted shift schedule in a real work environment may yield considerable benefits, including improved sleep pattern, enhanced well-being, and reduced social jet lag.85 Whether this individualized occupational schedule may also favor weight control and metabolic health has yet to be determined.

Aside from isolated evidence on the benefits of normalizing circadian profile, there is a lack of randomized, controlled studies informing as to whether restoring a healthy circadian pattern is, first, a feasible, efficacious, and sustainable intervention and, second, may prevent fat accumulation and, perhaps, facilitate weight loss and improve cardiometabolic
status. Identification of the relevant environmental, behavioral, and biological variables is also of great importance.

Conclusions
Circadian rhythms exert a profound impact on health by synchronizing activities from the molecular through to behavioral outputs. When the proper function of this highly controlled circadian machinery, vital for survival, is compromised, health hazards may arise. As circadian disruption is becoming increasingly pervasive in our 24-hour society, understanding the sources and implications of circadian disruption are critical for developing effective strategies to buffer any health consequences.
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